
During my stay here along with high, motivated fellows for the Jerusalem International Fellowship, I 
hove been engaged in My continual research about the changing human-nature relationship in the 
epoch dominated by mindless human activities or the Anthropocene I believe that recoiling the 
knowledge systems of the post will remind us of the ways to amicably co-habit on this planet with 
other species. 
 
While the oral traditions of almost all world religions hove spoken about human-nature relationship 
and sustainable ecosystems, the humours greed to own natural resources and thus power in this 
present capitalist age, has mode this anthropocentric relation hostile. 
 
The Jerusalem International Fellowship is an ideal opportunity to initiate dialogues with diverse 
religious traditions and beliefs; the city being a cosmopolitan and contested hub for three major 
Abraham. religions— Judaism, Christianity and Islam in particular. Topping into oral accounts of 
religious myths and hymns that interrogate the relationship between man and nature, from the 
perspective of leaders and practitioners of each religious group. 
 
I initiated o collaborative audio-visual installation work during my time here, which I believe, will 
continue further and grow into o larger work. So, I call this work-in-progress... For Misc., I produced 
this work os a sound object where 1 used the Jerusalem stone to create the object to bring in the local 
element of memo,
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Mountain to the Sea  
Sculpture, Looped Sound, 2022

Link to sound cloud

https://soundcloud.com/vibha-galhotra/vg-jerusalem-project/s-MZrR8iRkkDj?si=616dd67400a743c0882a6206223b6236&utm_source=clipboard&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=social_sharing













